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any of the phone calls that our organization receives are from parents who are
searching for sample nano experiments for the children, ranging from 9-11
years old. Invariably, the conversation turns to the current crisis in our public
education and as I attempt to explain the many complex levels involved to change the
current curriculum, the parents are astounded.
Most of the complexity involved with development of new or innovative educational
environments for our schools revolves around a system that was created by our
forefathers which did not mandate a national curriculum, while on the other end of the
spectrum, the system has permitted Congress to mandate National Standards,
Benchmarks in Education and National mandatory testing, currently in the form of TAKS
and TEKS.
There are many problems that have been identified over the years with the existing
curriculum which are systemic and even though research has been conducted consistently
over the years with various solutions recommended it seems like nothing ever changes.
The dynamic stasis continues for many complex reasons and I would say that the number
one barrier to any meaningful change involves the politics of the system. Political
solutions always involve budgets, and they tend to think if they commit more funding for
a very intolerable situation that it will improve. However, systemic solutions are very
difficult to implement without new mandates which dig down to the core of the problem
rather than spending money on superficial cosmetic adjustments.
One of the chief proponents of improving science education has been the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) Chief Executive Officer Dr. Alan I.
Leshner who states, “Research clearly shows that textbooks and other classroom
materials are a linchpin of effective student learning, yet we know from our evaluations
of textbooks that most materials available today aren’t serving the needs of students or
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teachers.” In a series of National Standards-based evaluations, AAAS’s Project 2061 put
educators and parents on notice that textbooks were fatally flawed. Project 2061 rated all
popular middle-school science books as “unsatisfactory,” and criticized them as “full of
disconnected facts that neither educate nor motivate” students. Not one of the 10 widely
used high-school biology texts was deemed worthy of a high rating in the rigorous
evaluation.
You would have thought that this group from the AAAS Project 2061 which reported
these flaws as early as 1997 might have started to work on corrective measures based on
the wide publicity of these research reports. Since I am always looking for strong
collaboration when the group partners on grant submissions, I contacted the Director of
the new Center for Instructional Materials in Science - American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), Washington, D.C., which was funded $10Million over
5 years to address many of these issues that concerned our group as stated in the press
release from the National Science Foundation (NSF):
NSF Establishes Five New Centers to Develop Teaching Leadership in Science and
Mathematics
October 23, 2002
The National Science Foundation (NSF) is announcing its investment in five new Centers for
Learning and Teaching to answer the need for a new generation of professionals who can inspire
and challenge students while engaging in research on how students learn.
The new centers - established at the American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) in Washington, D.C., Washington University in St. Louis and at the universities of
Wisconsin, Washington and Georgia - will receive an estimated $10 million each over the next
five years.
Individual efforts continue in the K-12 component of the program, ranging from
development of new math and science curricula, to instructional materials and
professional development of teachers.
Meanwhile, a higher-education component, which is new in this year's awards, will provide for
coordinated reform of teaching and learning through a wide array of research, faculty professional
development and education practice.
The 10 nationwide K-12 Centers for Learning and Teaching represent an estimated NSF
commitment of $100 million to increase the numbers, professionalism and diversity of K12 math and science teachers, and faculty members who prepare future teachers.
The two additional higher education centers, initiated this year with an NSF commitment of $20
million, provide coordinated efforts in research, faculty professional development and education
practice at colleges and universities.
"The Centers for Learning and Teaching are our test sites for innovative approaches to preparing
a new generation of science, engineering and mathematics faculty who can work well together,
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who can introduce a strong research component into their educational approaches, and who can
create the capacity for challenging, engaging learning opportunities for students in formal and
informal settings," said Judith Ramaley, NSF's assistant director for education and human
resources. "These centers, in company with our other research efforts, including our proposed
Science of Learning Centers, will give us the ability to share new ideas in teaching, learning and
educational research while preparing and supporting educators who can inspire their students."
The K-12 centers, in addition to countering the expected impact of mass retirements of teachers
and higher education faculty, are also expected to build a body of research, especially in
emerging and interdisciplinary mathematics and science topics. Centers are also gearing up
efforts to reduce the high proportion of teaching professionals who are teaching "out of field."
Meanwhile, higher education centers are designing programs to enhance the content knowledge
and pedagogical skills of current and future faculty. The research agendas of these centers will
focus on undergraduate education in science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
"We want to increase the mathematics and science achievement levels of our students and
prepare them for a society increasingly shaped by science and technology. So we need to
provide a nucleus of coordinated reform efforts that reach into and coalesce teaching, learning
and research across K-12 and higher-education boundaries," Ramaley concluded.
-NSFFor more information see: http://www.ehr.nsf.gov/esie/programs/clt/clt.asp

However, during our scheduled phone conversation in 2003, the Director stated that the
new Instructional Materials in Science Center had not developed any curriculum for
Science or Math textbooks in K-12, as they were still researching “how children learn”.
We also discussed any possibilities of working in this important area and inquired about
their future plans of inclusion of nano scale science whenever they started the
instructional materials development. Again, their plans did not include addressing this
topic as a subject. After explaining our group efforts to apply for a Nano Teaching and
Learning Center in an upcoming second round grant submission, rules and parameters
were stated in a possible collaboration effort. However, when our lead Principle
Investigator spoke with the Director he found that the control demanded for any
collaboration with this center was just not acceptable, nor practical for a partnering
situation. I tended to agree as all of our supporting partners must have a resonance along
with the ability to input their skill levels to be successful.
This particular episode was an education in the politics of funding, and the political
language which describes the purpose of a funded center in a solicitation, does not
necessarily meet the needs of the students or the teachers.
So we were back to the drawing boards in our development of a project, relying on
statistics to validate our efforts such as the following:
The Condition of Education 2003, a mandated report submitted to Congress on June 1st
by the U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences and National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES) each year has stated that students in middle
grades had more out-of-field teachers who lack a major and certification in the subject
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they teach. This high risk group of students also has the highest drop out rates and do not
return to school. You might ask, “How did this happen?”
In order to understand the dilemma that exists in the present timeframe a recap of the
history of education in our country is necessary, and the following statement was copied
from the government website at www.edu.gov
“The Department of Education was created in 1867 to collect information on schools and
teaching that would help the States establish effective school systems. While the agency's
name and location within the Executive Branch have changed over the past 130 years,
this early emphasis on getting information on what works in education to teachers and
education policymakers continues down to the present day.” This is the core of the
education problem: The Department of Education has outgrown the need for their
original mission. Education quality varies from state to state as our decision makers have
not united their efforts to develop a strong education paradigm where each student in our
country has an equal opportunity to excel.
The Department of Education must follow their mandate which involves providing
research to understand how we learn, to analyze the problems in current textbooks and to
create more tests for accountability. Every June an annual report by the aforementioned
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) titled: The Condition of Education is
released that charts our failure to improve.
Example: The Commissioner’s Statement in the 2003 report for mathematics
performance states: “In 2000, 26 per cent of 4th graders, 27 per cent of 8th graders and
17 per cent of 12 th graders performed at or above the Proficient level for each grade,
defined as “solid academic performance for each grade assessed.” (indicator 11) In a
country as large and wealthy as the United States, it is difficult to understand how these
percentages could be defined as solid academic performances. “
According to the findings from the 1999 Third International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMMS) Video Study, in 8th grade mathematics lessons in the United States,
students spend 53 per cent of the time reviewing previously studied content and 48 per
cent of the time studying new content.” (indicator 26). The NCES report is available for
download at http://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch
1999 TIMMS RESULTS
Participating Nations by Average Score
1.China -569

11.Slovak R.-535

21.Italy-493

31.Iran -448

2.Singapore-568

12.Belgium Fl-535

22.Malaysia-492

32.Indonesia-435

3.Hungary-552

13.Slovenia-533

23.Lithuania-488

33.Turkey -433

4.Japan-550

14.Canada-533

24.Thailand-482

34.Tunisia -430

5.Korea Rep.-549

15.HongKong-530

25.Romania-472

35.Chile -420
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6.Netherlands-545

16.Russian F.-529

26.Isreal -468

36.Philippines 345

7.Australia-540

17.Bulgaria-518

27.Cyprus -460

37.Morocco -323

8.Czech R.-539

18.United St.-515

28.Moldova-459

38.S.Africa -243

9.England-538

19.N.Zealand-510

29.Macedonia-458

10.Finland-535

20.Latvia-LSS-503 30.Jordan-450

The students participating in the 1999 TIMMS test from the United States had a high
level of access to computers, along with the Internet at home and at school (80%)
compared to the International average of (45%). Even with this advantage the science
and math performance for the United States students relative to the group of nations was
lower for eighth graders in 1999 than it was for fourth graders four years earlier in 1995,
before Internet access and computers were available in the schools. During the late 90’s,
efforts were successful in wiring schools for Internet access in the classrooms as reflected
in these figures. However, recent technology reports have found that the teachers only
allow the students to use the internet for research. They do not have time in their
overloaded schedules to search for curriculum online, nor to use any of the excellent
science learning materials that have been archived in the Eisenhower Clearinghouse of
Excellence. The Department of Education is now funding another “What Works”
Clearinghouse for curriculum through 2007, but only time will confirm usage of the
archived contents. Meanwhile, the Asian Pacific countries are advancing rapidly and will
be global competitors in the next decade as the TIMMS chart shown reflects their recent
scores.

T

he complexities increase as we delve into solutions for education. Based on all of
the current rules and regulations concerning improvement of education, how do
the many Universities, dedicated Teaching and Learning Centers and Professional
organizations resolve these fundamental but complex problems?
The Answer: Dedication and determination while working within the allowable
guidelines. Over the years I have found that “unity of mind creates a powerful meme”,
along with a concentrated effort and right action, and most important, a heavy dose of
perseverance to stay the course and explore the paths to reach the goals.
Nano Science education is particularly difficult to implement in classrooms where
students are already failing science in large numbers. Many people ask why we need to
add another science topic to an already massive curriculum. The answer is: we don’t. To
understand this premise, let us look at current 8th grade science as an example:

Science Starts with a Question
“Science is the process of gathering knowledge about the natural world. Asking a
question is often the first step in the process of gathering knowledge. The world around
you is full of amazing things that can lead you to ask questions.”
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Unit 1- Matter and Its Interactions
• The Atom
• Periodic Table
• Chemical Compounds
• Chemical Interactions
• Matter and Heat
• The Energy and Property of Waves
• The Nature of Sound
• The Nature of Light
• Forces and Fluids
Introducing Nanoscience in Unit 1: Matter and its interactions can visually bridge the
gap between the atomic (invisible world of matter) as the atom is currently shown as a
graphic on the page and the micro scale (matter we can see).
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Animated scans gallery at www.nanoscience.com
Study of the atom is the perfect point to introduce the STM and AFM scanning tunneling
mircroscopes to allow students to view animated scans of different elements at the atomic
level. This leads into the next topic the periodic table, which will be an interactive
virtual table of elements for teaching at all grade levels, enhancing the current 2-page
photo of the periodic table in textbooks.
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Since nanoscience is interdisciplinary (chemistry, physics and biology) virtual
experiments that show the student Chemical Compounds and Interactions will
enhance the next step in our approach to explore the physical world, leading into the
section on Matter and Heat and The Energy and Property of Waves. At the nano
scale of science the properties we understand change and exhibit quantum behavior as
energy waves and particles. This science expands our knowledge base on the energy
movement of nature before it becomes matter in the visible world allowing us to create
new materials that are stronger and lighter. Each of the topics are already included in
the 8th grade science teaching syllabus, which can be taught with exciting innovative
tools that stimulate the thinking process and allows students to feel the excitement of
nature. Expanding each topic with interactive visual elements and prepared virtual
nano-lab visual experiments adds a third dimensional quality to the subject matter and
brings it to life.

The ability to visually see the atomic scales is creating excitement in university labs
around the world therefore, introducing nano scale science to young children also
challenges them to explore a world so small it is invisible to the naked eye. Science is
after all, the exploration of the world around us. Innovative curriculum that stimulates
curiosity about our world also pushes the envelope of our minds to expand our
knowledge and desire more information. Nature is the teacher at this small scale of
science, opening new worlds to explore and answering questions that mankind has
pondered for ages.
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Technology as described in the 8th grade textbook leads us into the next section.
“Technology is the application of knowledge, tools and materials to solve problems and
accomplish tasks. Science and technology are not the same thing. The goal of science is
to gain knowledge about the natural world. The goal of technology is to apply scientific
understanding to solve problems. Technology is sometimes called applied science.”
Nanotechnology is the development of products in the material world from the
manipulation of atoms and molecules, whose properties change to create new
materials that are stronger and lighter. The students will have a working understanding
of lab environments and equipment taught with the virtual nano labs sections,
preparing them to understand how this technology will develop, while stimulating
their desire to explore possible STEM career paths based on the current technological
advances in nanotechnology for medicine, health, new materials in products,
communication, information and space exploration. This section will show examples of
products already in the market place, while defining the course of study necessary to
reach the level of engineering necessary to work in the field.
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Teaching young students that size matters in science can be accomplished much easier
with visual elements. The following chart, produced by Sandia Laboratory is a perfect
example of visual impact for science students and teachers.

In the development of curriculum each organization must establish goals and plan a
project strategy, and then proceed to find the right grant solicitation to match the project.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) has been encouraging collaborations to answer
grants as the unification of the sciences is so important, so finding a compatible group of
collaborators to partner with your university or organization solidifies your efforts.
However, once your group of universities and organizations receives a grant, the
complexity intensifies. The required assessments, evaluations, re-assessments, pilot
testing, teacher input, parent input, School of Education evaluators, outside evaluators
and NSF outside evaluators must be included in your budget for the project.
The final hurdle for project success involves distribution to public schools. In the U.S.,
all decisions for classroom textbooks or learning tools are made by individual State
School Boards. Example: A textbook publisher, such as Holt, Reinhart and Winston, had
to produce a special edition of their 8th grade Science and Technology textbook for Texas
with revisions after the School Board reviewed and edited the original text. Therefore,
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even after all of the criteria are met in the assessment and evaluation process, any School
Board can revise and change your finished product or simply refuse to use the textbooks.
Back to the question: Why do we continue to tread on this path that has so many
challenges to overcome? Passion and ‘right action’ coupled with determination to
succeed in the endeavor.
Even with all the current excitement at the recently funded University Nano Centers,
most of the outreach programs that have been developed as part of their funding matrix
have not reached beyond their local environment. A few area schools have agreed to
pilot tests, but many do not adopt the curriculum into their current teaching syllabus.
Science museums in the local area of the Nano Centers usually participate in codeveloping some type of informal temporary science exhibit, which again only reaches
local students. Therefore, the funding allotted for education outreach since the first Nano
Initiative in 2000 has had a limited scope for K-12, with most of the outreach into a
classroom designed for grade 12. The end products, which the Nano Centers presented to
the Senate Committee on Science in 2003 involved some type of classroom kit, mostly
made from “legos” that had to be purchased by the school districts. Some of them were
out of budget range, therefore eliminating any large student base for a positive learning
experience. The reviewers chosen by NSF for the second round of grant submissions in
our development of the Nano Teaching and Learning Center, were still living in this
limited paradigm of limited personal exposure hands-on exposure. It may take another
10 years before they are willing to fund centers that plan to work towards national impact
and in our case, global impact.
The future Workforce is also a complex problem:
Student enrollment for Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) careers has
flatlined over the past 10 years, as defined in the following chart for 1990-2001.
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Since only 17% of high school students are working at proficiency levels or above, the
number of graduate students in engineering related technologies will not increase in this
decade. Industry will continue to be impacted with unskilled workers unless we
introduce nano scale science to students in grades 7-12 within the next five years and
encourage them to choose a STEM career path for their future.
The solution is to help parents and teachers understand the complexities described in this
article and encourage them to attend their local school board meetings. Stay informed by
reading and utilizing the charts and reports that are published each year. The following
chart shows the main textbook publishers that work with NSF funded Teaching and
Learning Centers. Volunteer efforts need to be organized to make contact with these
centers and the publishers to enlist their efforts to include nano science curriculum.
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The future does hold promise as long as our goals for improvement drive society to
demand Life Long Learning opportunities and innovative education in our public schools
to shift the paradigm allowing our civilization to reach for new heights in the experience
of their world. Education is everyone’s responsibility including government, academia,
corporations and private citizens.
Be the source for the future and encourage others to get involved and the next time
someone asks you WHY? …don’t we have better education… you can give them the
complex answers while you enlist their help.
Judith Light Feather is the President and Founder of The NanoTechnology Group Inc., a Global
Education Consortium of universities, organizations, and corporations dedicated to facilitating the
development of nanoscience and math education in the public domain, and travels extensively around
the world to promote nano science education. Public awareness and societal implications are important
aspects of education and the organization is developing a News Division with an online TV station,
which will offer “Video News Releases” as the “voice of nano” to universities and nanotechnology
companies, video filming of conferences with archives of thel data which can be viewed as “Pay per
View” online for 90 days to extend the conference impact to a global audience and development of
“Video on Demand News”, along with an electronic newsletter “Nano for People” distributed to an
international audience. www.TNTG.org www.NanoNEWS.TV To discuss your participation in our
programs E-mail: Judith.LightFeather@TNTG.org
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